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QUESTION: 91
 
In RASM, what is the function of the UPLOAD button?
 

A.   it is used to add RoamAbout Switches to the plan 
B.   it is used to add RoamAbout DAPs to the plan 
C. it is used to add RoamAbout firmware images to the image repository 
D. it is used to add EKAHAU readings into the Planning Tool 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 92 
What is Globbing? 

A.   grouping of auto-DAP configurations in a Mobility Domain 
B.   a method of producing a directed wireless DOS attack at Rogues discovered on the 
WLAN 
C. a hacker technique that uses proxy stations to gather post-authenticated data on a 
WLAN 
D. a wildcard method used to allow pattern matching during authentication 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 93
 
How does RASM identify an RF Obstacle?
 

A.   RASM colors an RF Obstacle in blue 
B.   RASM displays RF Obstacles in dashed lines 
C. RASM shows RF Obstacles by bolding them on the network plan 
D. RASM shades RF obstacles with a translucent box 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 94
 
What is the maximum number of wireless users supported in a Mobility Domain?
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A.   40,000 
B.  30,000 
C. 20,000 
D. 10,000 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 95
 
Default Auto-Tune Settings for Power and Channel are as follows:
 

A.   Power Tuning is ON and Channel Tuning is OFF 
B.   Power Tuning is OFF and Channel Tuning is ON 
C. Power Tuning is OFF and Channel Tuning is OFF 
D. Power Tuning is ON and Channel Tuning is ON 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 96
 
How does a RoamAbout Switch become a Seed Switch?
 

A. the RAS with the lowest MAC address becomes the Seed Switch 
B.   a Seed Switch must be selected manually 
C. a Seed Switch is automatically elected by all the Wireless Switches in a Mobility 
Domain 
D. the RAS with the highest MAC address becomes the Seed Switch 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 97
 
What is the maximum number of RoamAbout DAPs supported in a Mobility Domain?
 

A.  2,000
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B.  1,500 
C. 1,000 
D. 500 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 98
 
What is a Mobility Domain?
 

A. a collection of RoamAbout Switches that work together to support roaming users 
B.   a specific group of radios within a single WLAN configured to limit user movement 
to a specific area 
C. the fringe zone between radio coverage areas where a WLAN user roams from one 
radio to another 
D. a geographical zone of the WLAN where a set of policy ACLs is enforced 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 99 
What is TAPA? 

A. a proprietary tunneling protocol that runs between RoamAbout Switches 
B.   a proprietary tunneling protocol that runs between the RoamAbout Switch and the 
DAP 
C. a proprietary tunneling protocol that runs between WLAN clients and their host 
DAPs 
D. a proprietary tunneling protocol that runs between WLAN clients and their host 
RASv 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 100
 
In the Planning Tool, what is meant by "Baseline Coverage Rate"?
 

A.   this is the lowest speed that a user will be allowed to speak on the WLAN 
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B.   this is the calculation metric used specifically for 2.4GHz in determining the 
placement of the 802.11b radios in the floor plan 
C. this allow us to place RF measuring points at specified locations throughout the floor 
plan (ie: like a CEO's office) 
D. it is the speed inferred when a coverage envelope overlay is displayed over a floor 
plan 

Answer: D 
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